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HTR Topics 

Seminar 2011 
 

We hope that you will attend our annual seminar in Las Vegas on Wednesday July 27, 2011.  Here are the 

particulars in a Q & A format. 
 

Where do I go? 

The Gold Coast hotel is located on Flamingo Road near the Strip.  Head up the escalator to the 
banquet/convention area.  We have always been assigned "Salon A", which is the first meeting room on 

the left.  They will be setting up the Gold Coast tournament in the large ballroom across the hall.  If you 

need a room for the night, the Gold Coast is surprisingly inexpensive on the weekdays and you can 
reserve online (www.goldcoastcasino.com).  
 

What Time Does it Start?  Should I bring my laptop? 

The scheduled start time for the seminar is 10 a.m. (see itinerary below), but please come earlier to find a 

good seat, secure a handout, install new software, etc.  You are invited to bring your laptop and we will 

take time throughout the day to install the latest programs and Seminar E-Book.  We can also fix any 
issues that you may have with your laptop (as related to HTR software).  If you don't bring your laptop, 

we have a large screen for easy viewing.  
 

Do I need to reserve or RSVP?  Is there a cost? 

You do not need a reservation for the seminar.  Everyone is welcome - come at the last minute if you 
want.  Also, it is not necessary to participate in the Gold Coast tournament (July 28-30) to attend our 

seminar.  We ask for a $40 donation per person to cover minor costs and to compensate our guest 

speakers and room helpers.  HTR takes no profit from the event.  The banquet room is paid for by Gold 

Coast Race & Sports and that keeps the fee way down.  If you get a chance, let me know if you are 
planning to attend (via email or on the bbs), so that we can estimate the number of handouts needed.    

 

Schedule of Events / Itinerary  (times PDT) 
 

10 - Introduction, Overview and Handouts, What's New?  (Massa) 

11 - Crunching the Numbers with Donnie  (Nadermann) 

12 - Lunch Break, Installations, Chat (All) 

 1 - Advanced Handicapping and Analysis (Massa) 

 3 - NHC 2012 and Beyond (Mayo) 

 4 - Live Handicapping, Group Wagers, Q & A, Discussion (All) 

 6 - Database Workshop for Access Users (Nadermann) 

 

Big thanks to our volunteer speakers and seminar helpers 
 

Herman Bell 

John Buls 

Rick Bush 

Mike DeRienzo 

Ernie Logsdon 

Mike Mayo  

Don Nadermann 

John O'Rourke 

 

We look forward to seeing you in Vegas on Wednesday morning July 27.  If you are in town on Tuesday 
night (July 26), we usually have an informal get-together outside of the seminar room around 8 p.m., 

everyone is welcome.  More announcements on that and all aspects of the seminar and tournament will be 

posted on our discussion forums as the time nears. 
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Tournament and Longshot Play 

Is The Longshot Market Efficient?  
 

E-Book 2011 Discusses Odds and Favorites 

The 2011 E-Book (available at the seminar July 27 or Aug. 1 via our website through Rick) has a detailed 

discussion on the 'efficiency of market' as it relates to betting odds and specifically favorites.  'Efficiency' 
is a fancy economics term that attempts to demonstrate whether a set price (betting odds) correlates well 

to the expected output (winners).  Horse bettors seeking profits have a fundamental task of locating 

inefficiency or errors in the odds. 
 

Here is an excerpt - 
 

Stock prices and NFL point-spreads are good examples of a highly efficient market.  Wall Street 
investors and football bettors spend huge amounts of time and resources looking for 
undervalued stocks or betting lines that may offer value.  They seek to exploit and profit on an 
'inefficiency' or error in the offered price.  Very few are successful as stock prices and NFL lines 
have massive amounts of data and painstaking analysis already factored in the line.   
 

Take the case of NFL point-spread betting.  With just two teams to choose from, the top 
handicappers rarely exceed 60% winners vs. the point spread.  The stark efficiency of the 
betting line is played out every year in the annual Hilton NFL contest.  The event attracts the top 
Vegas football bettors and handicappers and let's them select their best fives games vs. a fixed 
betting line each week.  Only a handful of the hundreds of top analysts are able to exceed the 
60% mark.  The point-spread numbers are highly accurate and it’s tough to locate consistent 
weakness.   
 

Horse bettors seemingly face an even greater difficulty because they also have to overcome a 
relatively high takeout.  The combination of efficient parimutuel odds + high takeout would 
appear to be financially fatal in the long term to virtually everyone who bets thoroughbreds.  Yet 
it isn't.  The game can still be profitable for those who have the motivation to learn and adapt.   
 

Tournament player are less concerned with long-term profits.  They need points right now.  To increase 

your chances, locate factors or combinations of them that show a statistical edge at high odds.  I'll show 
you one method of doing that on the next page using Robot2.    
 

It should be mentioned that tournaments are an excellent way to overcome high takeouts.  In fact, the 

Coast tournaments in Las Vegas offer a 100% return of all contest fees + amenities that make it an 

effective positive ROI for all of the players.   
 

It is somewhat more complicated to measure the value of the annual NHC Tournament Championship in 

terms of ROI.  Player investment to qualify has a high variation with costs and entry fees.  Depending on 
your perspective, the NHC may well be the best bet in all of horseracing, or a long term boondoggle for 

those who participate multiple times every year but never cash.  The NHC is similar to playing the Pick-6 

on large carryover days.  If the Pick-6 pool is large enough, it does provide a means to overcome takeout 
due to the added money.  However, the luck factor is the overwhelming criteria for success and it may 

take several hundred attempts for most players to net the up-front positive returns of these opportunities.  

Most players will not have enough years in their life or money in the bank to claim the profitable ROI 
offered by the NHC or a Pick-6 carryover pool.   
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Tournament and Longshot Play 

Is the Longshot Market Efficient? 

 

Here is an odds chart with data for horses 8/1 or more.  This data comes from a sample of 34,159 races 

run from June 1, 2010 through May 30, 2011 with purses of $10,000 or more.   
 

All Horses    Purse $10k+    June 2010 - May 2011 

Odds        Horses      Win  W+P  WPS    WROI PROI SROI   I.V. 
 

8/1          10135      09%  21%  35%    0.80 0.80 0.81   0.74 

9/1          09310      08%  19%  32%    0.79 0.75 0.77   0.66  

10/1-14/1    32559      06%  15%  28%    0.76 0.75 0.77   0.51 

15/1-19/1    19418      04%  12%  22%    0.74 0.75 0.74   0.36        

20/1+        72852      02%  05%  11%    0.60 0.61 0.56   0.16 
 

Analysis 

Do not consider Win, W+P and WPS percentages as valid on this chart.  That's because there are often 
multiple horses in the same odds group in a race.  The key statistics for comparison are ROI and Impact 

Value (I.V.).  We can use the information above to benchmark the influence of various HTR factors on 

these odds groups. 
 

Almost all tournaments set the "cap" or maximum payout on the 20/1+ group.  Notice the huge challenge 
faced with finding a winner at these odds.  An I.V. of just 0.16 is about as low as it can get for any 

determinant factor.  The Win ROI = 0.60 is actually worse news because the 20/1+ group includes all the 

highest payouts throughout year including every winner paying $202 or more (99/1 shots).   
 

Some key factors in HTR for improving the performance of these statistics and locating 'live' longshots - 
 

 $$ 

 Tour / Bomb 

 On Demand Picks 70+ 
 

There is a lot of overlap with the ratings shown above.  Several horses will show more than one factor, so 

we'll test each of the ratings independently and compare them to the odds chart to find out if there is a 

worthwhile performance gain.  The first chart compares Win ROI and the second (next page) compares 
I.V. 
 

Win ROI  Comparison 

Odds            All        $$      Tour    Bomb     OD70+ 

8/1           |0.80|      0.88     0.81    0.91*    0.71 

9/1           |0.79|      0.94     0.84    0.99*    0.90 

10/1-14/1     |0.76|      0.86     0.80    0.86     1.07* 

15/1-19/1     |0.74|      0.77     0.82    0.62     0.83* 

20/1-99/1     |0.60|      0.85     1.02*   0.77     0.90 

     
* Best Results 
 

Analysis 

Overall, the HTR longshot factors improve the ROI considerably over a random selection at these odds 
ranges.  There are some bright spots in the data and some disappointments as well, but that is par for the 

course because at these high odds the volatility is extreme. 
 

It is interesting that the "Bomb" plays produced the best ROI results in the 8/1 and 9/1 range.  Those 

winners were hardly "bombs" as they paid around $20 on average, but at least it picked up quite a few of 

them.  The bad news for the "Bomb" is that it doesn't have much effect on higher priced horses.  On 
Demand 70+ produced the top ROI with horses between 10/1 - 14/1 ($22 - $30 Win), while the "Tour" 

picks excelled with 'cap' horses.   
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Tournament and Longshot Play 

Is The Longshot Market Efficient? 

 

Impact Value (I.V.) is also an excellent comparative measurement for data such as this.  I.V. is the only 

statistic that takes into account the variation in the number of horses in each category per race.  We'll 

compare the "All" category with our three longshot factors and their impact values.  Those that show 
some rise in the I.V. are telling us that there is 'inefficiency' with the betting, of which we can take 

advantage.  
 

Impact Value (I.V.)  Comparison   

Odds           All       $$      Tour    Bomb     OD70+ 

8/1           |0.74|    0.81     0.74    0.89*    0.62 

9/1           |0.66|    0.79     0.68    0.88*    0.73 

10/1-14/1     |0.51|    0.57     0.53    0.60     0.69* 

15/1-19/1     |0.36|    0.38     0.38    0.31     0.40* 

20/1-99/1     |0.16|    0.25     0.33    0.24     0.34* 
     

* Best Results 
 

Analysis 

The On Demand 70+ gets the nod at the highest odds level and Tour picks also did well with 'cap' horses 

again as they did with ROI.  On Demand 70+ also did well with horses in the odds range 10/1 - 14/1. 
 

Notice that we don't see much gain over the "All" in the I.V. of the HTR factors with the 15/1 - 19/1 
category.  This is strong evidence that the public odds are 'efficient' and they are not making many 

mistakes with horses in this odds range. 
 

The "Bomb" picks' I.V. affirms the good results that showed with ROI in the 8/1 and 9/1 categories.    
 

The results with "$$" are not particularly strong at high odds.  It is a much better flag for hitting double-

digit winners that pay under $20.  
 

Benchmarking 

In the chart above, notice the "All" I.V = 0.51 with the 10/1-14/1 group.  That is the impact value of 

picking any random horse at those odds.  You can find this benchmark by setting the Tote-Odds filter in 
Robot2 to 10.0 - 14.0 and running the LEARN ALL test.  The 'All Plays' result will display the I.V. that 

can be used as the benchmark.  Then peruse all of the other factors on the LEARN ALL report for 

strength over 0.51.  For example, "$$" shows I.V. = 0.57 in this odds range.  That gives it a slight 
advantage over random selections at these odds.  It will be necessary to combine "$$" with some other 

factors (such as ON Demand = 70+) to find a greater edge.  You will rarely uncover dramatic gains over 

the benchmark at high odds.  The nature of longshots has randomness built in; they are seldom the best 
horse in the race and need some good fortune or an advantageous trip to score.  So the best we can do is 

look for patterns and factors which may predict that possibility.   
 

Summary 

The public is reasonably efficient with longshot odds.  It is difficult to uncover major flaws with high 

odds, for us to take advantage.  Some of the HTR longshot factors are indicative of more winners and an 
edge in betting value, but extreme volatility is always the major impediment with longshot betting. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Blowout Workouts 
 

We'll define Blowout as any workout that took place within 72 hours of the race at 3f or 4f.  The purpose 

of these workouts can vary by trainer and it is certainly not an exact science.  Below is a list of the key 

reasons why a trainer might choose to work the horse with a quick drill so close to race day. 
  

 Burn up some nervous energy with a high-strung runner. 

 Reduce the “butterflies” or anxiety as the horse nears race day. 

 Acclimate to the track. 

 Prepare the horse‟s mind for the sudden acceleration (fast turnover) of a race. 

 Check on physical condition and injuries before allowing the horse to run. 
 

Most of the reasons for the Blowout seem to be for mental preparation.  Let‟s find out from the data if this 

is effective for producing better results for trainers and handicappers alike.  I ran statistics for the last 365-
days through Robot2, which has a new filter for Blowout on the Systems and Angles module.   

 
Blowout Workouts    All Races   Purse $10k+ 

Item           Plays    Win  W+P  ITM    WROI PROI SROI    AvgWin    I.V.    

All            09169    12%  23%  35%    0.73 0.71 0.73    $12.30    1.03 

 

Analysis 

Overall the win rate is nothing special with an average I.V. (1.03) and 12% winners.  This is very similar 
to the results you would get if you ran „Random Pick‟ from Robot2.  When results such as these turn up a 

modest or low I.V. (anything under 1.25), the only possible bright spot can be a high average mutuel and 

a strong ROI.  Blowout workout winners paid an average of just $12.30 to Win and that doesn‟t offer 

much hope for profit or spot plays.  
 

Notice that the ROI for Place and Show was just as poor as the Win.  This leads to some conjecture and 
possible conclusions from the data that are important for you to recognize with any data sample that you 

test. 
 

1. These horses are drastically over bet.  It is hard to explain „why‟, on the basis of a single workout. 

But it does appear that the public has overestimated the value of the blowout drill to some extent.   
 

2. The Blowout looks like a typical neutral factor.  Other data studies in prior newsletters have found 
similar results with Front Wraps and Blinkers On.  They can‟t be classified as either negative or 

positive in terms of how they affect race performance.  The issue is how much credence the 

public puts on them.  Usually, way too much. 
 

3. The Learn All report showed a “High” win payoff of $233 (99/1).  If we assume that a handful of 

lucky winners with Blowout workouts paid huge, this is especially bad news for an already weak 
ROI as the bombshells are unlikely to repeat consistently.  To check on this possibility, it is 

always wise to retest the data with Win odds at 20/1 or less.   
 

If we suspect that Blowout is similar to blinkers-on and front-wraps in terms of having no overall tangible 

results, we need to turn to individual trainers to find positive correlations.  That‟s beyond the scope of this 
article and you‟ll need to test trainers in Robot2 or query in a database to see if they have been successful 

with the move in the past.  We can however link Blowout workouts to other factors found in HTR on the 

Learn All report, and we‟ll tackle that on the next page. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Blowout Workouts 
 

Combining Blowout workout with other HTR factors may help to boost the disappointing ROI.  One of 

the first things I noticed in the data was that 'Favorites' and 'K=1' showed little change in the data when 

the Blowout work item was added in tandem; no effect on the win rate, which is unusual for a workout 
factor.  There was also no particular advantage in terms of impact value with any distance/surface/class 

separation.  However the ROI for Dirt Sprints and Msw categories drops considerably with Blowouts.  

Perhaps this serves as evidence that bettors are drastically overrating the value of these drills in certain 
races. 
 

Razor Sharp 

Razor Sharp workout would seem to be the ideal tandem factor with Blowout.  A horse that shows one or 

more strong 5.0f drills (Razors) and then follows with a short blowout a few days before the race would 

seem to be in tip-top physical shape.  Razor Sharp drills are often a key to a strong HTR Workout (Wk) 
rating.  A Wk score of 85+ is included in the test results below. 

 
Blowout Workouts    All Races   Purse $10k+ 

Item           Plays    Win  W+P  ITM    WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin   I.V.    

All            09169    12%  23%  35%    0.73 0.71 0.73   $12.30   1.03 
 

Razor Sharp    00560    20%  32%  47%    0.91 0.80 0.85   $9.30    1.64 

Lone Razor     00210    24%  38%  51%    0.96 0.89 0.86   $8.10    1.93 

Dbl Razor      00068    28%  34%  52%    1.19 0.78 0.85   $12.20   1.02 
 

Wk 85+         00273    18%  30%  44%    0.97 0.72 0.75   $10.50   1.52 

 
Analysis 

The Win ROI numbers show promise with the addition of the other workout factors, but notice two 

problems: (1) sample sizes are short; and (2) there is considerable drop off with the Place ROI.  

Confidence is tempered if the Win ROI greatly exceeds the Place.  This disparity usually means there was 
a lucky sequence of high priced winners instead of a steady number of “live” price plays that tend to 

finish second more often than they win.   
 

Claimed Last  

The only other strong tandem relationship with Blowout works that I noticed in the data was Claimed 
Last.  An ROI = 0.99 with 207 plays.  That‟s a small sample, but probably lends credence to the trainer as 

a key to any possible edge when utilizing Blowout works in our handicapping. 
 

Individual Trainers 

The Learn All report adds Blowout in the latest version of Robot2 (July 2011).  You can test an individual 

trainer by using the Connections module with a trainer name as a filter.  Here is an example.  I tested 
America‟s most prolific trainer Steve Asmussen to find out his profit/loss with Blowout workouts.   

 
Steve Asmussen    All Races    

Item           Plays    Win  W+P  ITM    WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin   I.V.    
 

Blowout        00284    21%  38%  54%    0.67 0.83 0.83   $6.40    1.81 
  

Analysis   
Trainer Asmussen started over 280 runners with a Blowout workout and he hits at a good 21% win rate 

with them.  However, the public hammers the odds and exposes a serious (-33%) loss.   
 

Just about everything else I checked with Blowout had a reasonable win rate, yet a miserly ROI.  I'm 

surprised that the public sees this move as something that increases winners or profits.  I guess they didn't 
do their homework.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

Bridesmaid 
 

Bridesmaid = horse with a consistent record of 2nd and 3rd place finishes, but rarely win. 
 

Bridesmaid is almost a term of affection applied to "loveable losers" that seem to try hard every outing, 

yet come up short on the win.  After a suggestion from DanG posted on one of our Discussion forums, we 

added an item to identify these horses to the output for database users.  A single composite filter, 
"Bridesmaid", has now been placed in Robot2 (Systems and Angles module) starting with the July 2011 

update.  The item also appears on the LEARN ALL printout.   
 

Here is how "Bridesmaid" is defined technically.  Lifetime record is used. 
 

1. 6 or more lifetime starts 

2. Less than 10% of starts resulted in a Win 
3. More than 50% of starts resulted in a 2nd or 3rd place finish 

 

Below are some examples of Bridesmaid Lifetime Records according to this definition. 
 

Life Starts    Win  2nd  3rd      Chronic Loser      

       07       00   02   02          No    
 

       11       01   04   02          No    
 

       22       01   07   06          Yes 
 

       39       03   09   12          No 
 

It is important to draw a distinction between Bridesmaid and Chronic Loser.  Chronic Loser, is a negative 
in HTR, is based a long drought of not winning races.  While some horses fit both categories, they don't 

usually overlap because a Bridesmaid requires a high number of 2nd and 3rd places finishes. 
 

Bridesmaids would seem to be healthy and sound.  They try hard and are solid earners.  Those are strong 

credentials for any thoroughbred from the point of view of a handicapper, especially if looking for exacta 
and trifecta horses.  The dilemma with these horses is whether to include them in the Win spot.  You 

might be surprised how it plays out....  

 
Bridesmaid    All Races   Purse $10k+ 

Item              Plays    Win  W+P  ITM    WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin   I.V.    
 

All                4415    20%  38%  53%    0.76 0.79 0.83   $7.70    1.71 
 

Alw/Stakes          781    13%  29%  43%    0.60 0.76 0.77   $9.60    1.02 

Claiming           1334    17%  33%  48%    0.77 0.77 0.80   $9.10    1.48 
 

Msw                 965    21%  40%  57%    0.77 0.77 0.84   $7.30    1.84 

Mcl                1335    25%  45%  62%    0.82 0.83 0.88   $6.50    2.29 
 

Tote Favorites     1171    40%  63%  78%    0.90 0.93 0.95   $4.50    3.45 

ML Favorite        1164    37%  59%  75%    0.89 0.90 0.92   $4.80    3.17   
 

K=1                1212    34%  57%  73%    0.85 0.91 0.94   $5.00    2.90 

K=2                 891    24%  45%  63%    0.83 0.83 0.88   $6.90    2.05 
 

PER=1              1330    32%  52%  68%    0.89 0.84 0.89   $5.50    2.76 
 

Chronic Loser       784    20%  38%  52%    0.73 0.82 0.81   $7.50    1.73 

 

Analysis follows on next page -- 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Bridesmaid –  Data Analysis 
 

Overall Results 

To qualify as a Bridesmaid, the horse must have won less than 10% of its lifetime starts or never won a 

race at all.  Yet they win about 20% of the time after we categorize them!  This makes sense for a lot of 
reasons.  The most likely explanation is simply a drop in class.  Typical is the maiden Bridesmaid that 

finally enters a race devoid of any serious challengers.  Attrition in the maiden ranks is a key element of 

success for long-suffering losers. 
 

The overall ITM hit rate is 53%, which is congruent with our parameters (> 50% of starts finished 2nd or 
3rd) so the Bridesmaids are a reliable trifecta inclusion.  The issue for the bettor is whether to include 

them in the Win spot, and the data would tend to promote that, at least in the maiden races. 
 

The ROI numbers reveal that the public is over betting the Bridesmaids.  The average winner pays under 

3/1 odds.  These horses are consistent, competitive and usually have good speed figures, so it makes sense 

that they are popular with the public and the odds reflect that.   
 

Class Type  
Bridesmaids hold their own in the maiden ranks.  They win as high as 25% of their starts in maiden 

claimers.  Many of the Bridesmaid maiden winners are dropping in class and eventually find softer 

company to win a race.  Allowance and Claiming races are a tougher go for the Bridesmaids and they 
don't win nearly as often as their maiden counterparts.  The ITM drops below 50%, yet the public doesn't 

seem to know this and the ROI is miserable as they take lots of betting action.  Non-maiden Bridesmaids 

under 5/1 odds are a good bet-against for the Win, but still they must be considered on exotic tickets 

because they are so dependable for a good effort. 
 

Favorites 
Bridesmaids that end up the wagering favorite are highly consistent and win 40% of their starts.  The ROI 

across the board is surprisingly good.  The majority of the Bridesmaid favorites are in the maiden ranks.  

If the horse tries hard, but has been unlucky or reluctant to win against better quality horses, a class drop 
seems to do the trick for the win.   
 

Other Factors   

The top ROI among the HTR factors with 500 or more sample size, was PER=1 (top performance rating).  

The value of speed figures with a consistent horse is enhanced as they are more likely to repeat their 

previous ratings.   
 

Herd Theory Disproved? 
The old school explanation of the Bridesmaid is that they are prone to 2nd and 3rd place finishes because 

they don't want to pass the leader.  The "herd theory" would lead us to believe that these horses will only 

win by accident because they are instinctively submissive and want to remain in the "pack".  After 
looking over this data, I'm inclined to dismiss this for the majority of them.  Most Bridesmaids will 

eventually win if they are entered at their appropriate class level or get the right trip.  Any large sample of 

consistent horses (ITM 50% or more) will show a statistical variation.  Some will win far more than their 
share due to advantageous race placement, run style or racing luck.  Others, including Bridesmaids, will 

finish 2nd and 3rd all the time if they tend to draw fields with tough competition, unfavorable pace setups, 

or have to overcome trouble.  I'm guessing that most Bridesmaids are willing to win if they are placed at 

the right level of competition.  Some may actually be overachievers who consistently give their best even 
though they are outclassed and the trainer is hesitant to drop them down. 
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Research with Robot2 

Robot2 - Major Upgrade 
 

Robot2  –  July 12, 2011  –  Update 
There are lots of new features and filters in this upgrade.  Although we beta-test extensively, it is not 
unusual to uncover minor bugs or functionality problems.  Your feedback is appreciated if you notice 

anything unusual.  You can report any issues to me via email or on our Robot2 Discussion Forum. 
 

New Testing and Spot Play Options 
 

Express Test 
This test will run all of the races and filters normally, but it will bypass the extensive report data and only 

show the "All Plays" when it concludes.  This should cut considerable time off of the test if you only wish 

to see the bottom line result. 
 

ROI Dump 

This test extracts every single data item in Robot2 and sorts by ROI top to bottom.  This will slow the 
Robot down considerably, so be patient if you want this long list.  However it may be helpful if you need 

a full boat of information to scrutinize. 
 

Spot Play Desktop / Spot Play Checkboxes 

The Spot Play Desktop now displays the list of your spot plays with check-boxes.  You can use this to 
pick and choose a set of specific plays prior to clicking "Get All My Plays" options.  There are two new 

buttons at the bottom of the list for clearing or checking all the boxes.   

 

New Filters 
 

Connections Module 

The full spread of the TPG (Trainer Performance Grade) A, B, C, D, F as well as the prefixes (+)(-)(=).  

The (=) is used for neutral or blank.   
 

Special Module 
 Price Play (see article in May/June 2011 newsletter) 

 Blowout Work (see article in this issue) 

 

Tour Module 

 On Demand items (all four On Demand categories) 

 On Demand Score = 70+ 

(see May/June 2011 newsletter for details) 

 

Systems and Angles 

 Bridesmaid (see article in this issue) 

 

Negatives Module 

 NO Bridesmaids (see article this issue), eliminates Bridesmaids from your sample. 

 

continued next page 
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Research with Robot2 

Robot2  Major Upgrade 

 

The items below are fully explained, defined and documented in the E-book 2011 "Cracking the Chalk".   
 

Robot2 users can experiment with these filters immediately, but no documentation is provided ahead of 
the E-book (July 27, 2011).   

 

Range Filters 

 Projected Slash Favorites (PSF)  

 Slash Favorites             not for spot plays, requires chart 

 Tepid Favorites             not for spot plays, requires chart 

 Compound Favorites     not for spot plays, requires chart 

 

Race Filters 

 Races w/ Projected Slash Favorites (PSF) 

 Races w/ NO Projected Slash Favorites 

 
The 2011 E-book "Cracking the Chalk" meticulously researches the current state of public tote-Favorites.  

Chalk players are enjoying their greatest run ever.  Separating all favorites into one of three definitive 

groups provides amazing insight.   

 
1. Slash Favorites 

2. Tepid Favorites 

3. Compound Favorites 
 

Slash Favorites are the genuine chalk and they are far more prolific and win significantly more often than 

you might expect.  Forget the old-school 33% win rate of favorites forever.  Data hounds, whales, rebate 
bettors, hardcore speed players, tote spiders, off-shore dumping, reduction in field size and weakened 

competition have all conspired to accelerate Slash Favorites and the tight grip they hold on horseracing 

results at present. 
 

You need to read this booklet to fully understand what is occurring with the handicapping game and how 

it affects your bottom line.  A $40 donation to our website and webmaster Rick is requested.  The link 
below provides more information.  If you attend our seminar on July 27, you'll be given a copy as part of 

the seminar door fee ($40). 

 
http://homebased2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 
 

 

 

http://homebased2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Seminar 2011 

We are hoping to see you at the seminar on July 27.  For those that cannot make it, we 
will post news and tournament happenings on our discussion forum.  The E-Book will be 
available when we return around August 1.  We will post messages on the HTR 
Discussion board with news and tournament results, after the seminar. 
 
Robot2 Update 
 

HTR members can get the latest version of Robot2 as soon as you read this.  See 
pages 10-11 for the details and click the link below to install the update. 
 
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe  
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 10
th

 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 
 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

